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Radiative correction in semi-inclusive 
kinematics for nuclear targets

Taisiya Mineeva
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Radiative Corrections (RC)

Radiative corrections are needed to take into account the fact that Ebeam and Eʹ′  
(and scaterring angles) at the vertex are different then measured in the detector 
due to photon radiation in field of nucleon or nuclei.

Radiative Correction for polarized SIDIS

EG1-DVCS Technical Note # 024

Peter Bosted

July 9, 2012

Abstract

Radiative corrections to polarized SIDIS where calculated using the Monte Carlo integra-
tion method and the equivalent radiator approximation. Corrections to cross section, AUL

(expanded up to sin(2!) and ALL (expanded up to cos(2!) were calculated. The MAID
model was used to evalute cross sections and spin asymmetries for exclusive pion production.
Multi-pion production and asymmetries was modelled assuming factorization and using Krtzer
fragmentation functions, modified to match data for z > 0.7. The radiative corrections are
found to increase strongly with pt, from a few percent at pt = 0 to very large (and with large
uncertainties) at pt > 0.7 GeV.

1 Introduction

Radiative corrections are needed to take into account that the incident beam energy, scattered
electron energy, or the electron scattering angle at the vertex can all be di!erent than those
measured in the detector, due to the process of electrogametic photon radiation in the field of
nucleon or nucleus.

1.1 “External” radiation

The main reason that the vertex kinematics di!er from the measured ones is that the electron can
radiate an energetic Bresmmstrahlung photon before it’s interaction with the nucleus, and it can
also radiate after scattering. The probability of radiating a hard photon is quite accurately given
by the formula

P (k) =
tdk

k
(1)

where k is the photon energy and t is the material thickness through which the electron passes, in
units of radiation lengths (r.l.). The emission anlge of the photon is of order me/E, where me is the
electron mass, and E is the electron energy. The emission angles are negligibly small (measured
in micro-radians), and can be approximated at zero. Hence, for this “external” radiation process,
the scattering angle at the vertex is the same as measured in the lab.

1.2 “Internal” radiation

It is also possible for the electron to radiate a hard photon in the field of the same nucleus as
that from which the hard scattering took place. This is called “internal” radiation. Although it

1

■ External radiation: emission of bremsstrahlung photon
   with energy k before and after scattering in target 
   material of sickness t.

■ Internal radiation: radiation of the photon in the field of the nucleon. 
   Lowest order QED effects 
   contributing to the  
   Born cross section: 

Implemented in GSIM. Accounted via acceptance correction.  

3

Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED effects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of π+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-

tive corrections for π0
includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear

effects, as well as exclusive π0
contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative

corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to

account for the nuclear effects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,

and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends

on four hadronic structure functions: σSIDIS = σSIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact

expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in σSIDIS each with

their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear

effects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the

nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,

the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross

section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The

model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution

of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse
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momentum distribution (G) as prescribed in [32].

H1 =

�

q

e2 fqDqG (0.2.1a)

H2 ≈ H1 (0.2.1b)

H3 = f (x ,Q2 , z )|cos(φ)

�

q

e2 fqDqG (0.2.1c)

H4 = f (x ,Q2 , z )|cos(2φ)

�

q

e2 fqDqG (0.2.1d)

where f(x, Q
2
, z) within code notation corresponds to cosine moments of cross

section fitted with A + B·cos(φ) + C·cos(2φ) function, and G is transverse mo-

mentum distribution:

G =
1

2πσ
· exp−(pT − µ)

2

2σ2
(0.2.2)

The expression for G is obtained through a multidimensional fit to data. Here

the µ and σ are the mean and the width of the Gaussian distribution in pT which

was fitted simultaneously in (x, z) bins. The fit parameters bear the following

dependence on (z,x):

µ = p0 + p1 · z + p2 · z 2
+ p3 · x + p4 · x 2

(0.2.3a)

σ = A + B · z + C · z 2
+ D · x + E · x 2

(0.2.3b)

Each set of parameters (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) and (A, B, C,D, E) was obtained from the

data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance

corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-

dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three

steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected

onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted

with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and σ of the Gaussian fit from

the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function

in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and σ(x). Similarly,

dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and σ were obtained as a function of

z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions

pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as

pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for

each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using

pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine φ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and

H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting

4
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Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED effects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of π+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-

tive corrections for π0
includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear

effects, as well as exclusive π0
contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative

corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to

account for the nuclear effects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,

and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends

on four hadronic structure functions: σSIDIS = σSIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact

expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in σSIDIS each with

their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear

effects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the

nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,

the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross

section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The

model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution

of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse

Method: substitute default structure functions (H1, H2, H3, H4) on proton by those on nuclei
by performing fit to  transverse momentum distribution G on a given dataset.

 HAPRAD Semi-Inclusive Formalism 
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 HAPRAD:  SIDIS and Exclusive Cross sections
13

Fig. 0.8: Input cross sections (σT + �σL) before radiation in the HAPRAD code:

σSIDIS (red), σV K
excl, σMAID

excl (blue) ploted as a function of z at fixed kine-

matics with Mx cut imposed.

Integration of σSIDIS over p2
⊥ is carried out as describe earlier in section 0.2.2.

To compare SIDIS cross section reduced to dσ
dxdydz with exclusive cross section re-

duced to dσ
dEdcosθecosθCM

. we employ formula 0.2.8 together with following Jacobian
transformations:

dσ

dxdydz
=

∂(E �, cos θe)

∂(x, y)

∂ cos θCM

∂z

����
fixed Q2,W,φ

· Γ
dσ

d cos θCM

∂(E �, cos θe)

∂(x, y)
=

Mν

E �

∂ cos θCM

∂z

����
fixed Q2,W,φ

≈ 2W 2

W 2 −M2

�
ν2

Q2 + ν2

0.2.5 Exclusive contribution at low W

As mentioned earlier, the transition between MAID and VK at W=2 (GeV)
is not smooth. Thus, a compromise between choosing either model or finding a
proper parametrization at the threshold should be done. In order to understand
the relevance of kinematical ranges covered by MAID and VK parametrization
within our experimental range, we estimate the amount of contribution stemming
from lower W which, due to electromagnetic radiation, ends up being measured at

 σ = (σT + εσT ) plotted as a function of z at fixed kinematics (Q2=2 GeV2, W=2.5GeV):  
 - SIDIS (with Mx>1 GeV imposed) on nuclear target
 - exclusive cross sections on proton using two approaches: 
   V.Kubarovsky parametrization and MAID2007+Cornell

                      π0  cross section σ = (σT + εσT ) before radiation from HAPRAD code. 
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Investigation of 
Time-Dependent Effects in EG6 Data

Cristina Moody, Argonne/Purdue

Nathan Baltzell, Argonne 
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EC Sampling Fraction Correction, Correlated Logbook Entries

61714: First run after beam down for over 8 hours.

61718: Dips at file #45, which happens to be when HV 
trips in logbook and MCC performs beam checks.

61712: "beam went crazy . . . dying. Stopped run 
[61711]. . . . Started new run. . . .” No beam for a 
few minutes ~1 hour before end of run.

EC Sector Dependence
 Effect strength is greatest for 

S5, S6, S2

– (S5 is all EMI, S6 is half 
EMIs, S2 is some EMIs 
PMTs)

 S1, S3, S4, still have effect but 
much less significant  

– (all Philips XP PMTs)

 Correction function (red curve) 

 Logged 
poor beam 
conditions

 ~10% lower 
sampling 
fraction in EC

middle of run! middle of run!

61725: 1st run after beam down for ~1.5 hours.
EC

http://clasweb.jlab.org/clasonline/servlet/newloginfo?action=logentry&entryId=31873
http://clasweb.jlab.org/clasonline/servlet/newloginfo?action=logentry&entryId=31866
http://clasweb.jlab.org/clasonline/servlet/newloginfo?action=logentry&entryId=31855
http://clasweb.jlab.org/clasonline/servlet/newloginfo?action=logentry&entryId=31866
http://clasweb.jlab.org/clasonline/servlet/newloginfo?action=logentry&entryId=31902
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h61826

h61623

Low Run

EC

IC

m
γγ
≈ 0.126 GeV

m
γγ
≈ 0.122 GeV

Effect on π0 

 Δm
γγ
 : Low Run to Recovered Run:

– EC:    Δm
γγ
 = 8-10 MeV 

• Can recover using correction function 
on γ energies in low runs.

– IC:     Δm
γγ
 = 8-10 MeV 

• Future correction may be warranted

 Previous studies (E1DVCS) showed 
IC gain dependence on temperature 
and dose



Many proton knockout
at JLAB

Mphys project:  Pavel Hrmo
Supervisor: Dan Watts



Path of r-process 

P. Seeger, W. Fowler & D. Clayton , Astrophys. J. Suppl. 26, 231-312 
(1965)

Path of r-process below closed shell – waiting points 
in neutron capture

Kink starts ~8 protons south of 208Pb. 



Nuclei South of 208Pb 
No knowledge of mass of nuclei beyond 2  protons south of 208Pb

http://www-nds.iaea.org/relnsd/vcharthtml/VChartHTML.html

1 proton

3 proton

2 proton

4 proton

5 proton
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Summary of Fits to the Missing Mass compared to Experimental/Theoretical Values

  Inequality Simulation Exp./Theory
Masses  Mass (GeV) Mass (GeV)

Hg206 190.853±0.007 0.762 191.8680.009 1.93 191.868 exp.

Au205 190.930±0.040 1.23 190.964±0.020 2.71 190.937 th

Pt204 189.992±0.037 1.24 189.973±0.020 0.85 190.008 th.

Ir203 188.967±0.056 1.16 188.970±0.028 0.755 189.079 th.

Summary of Fits to the Missing Mass compared to Experimental/Theoretical Values

  Exp./Theory
Masses

  Mass (GeV) Mass (GeV)

Hg206 190.853±0.007 0.762 191.8680.009 1.93 191.868 exp.

Au205 190.930±0.040 1.23 190.964±0.020 2.71 190.937 th

Pt204 189.992±0.037 1.24 189.973±0.020 0.85 190.008 th.

Ir203 188.967±0.056 1.16 188.970±0.028 0.755 189.079 th.

Results - Masses

[i] G. Audi et al.  Nuclear Physics A 729: 3–128 
(2003)
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Next steps:
      Improve the 208Pb analysis
      Look at photon beam data
      Look at other targets (e.g. calcium,  tin, iron, 12C). 
      Establish (correct for?) systematics

Simulations are underway to explore suitability and accuracy of future 
measurements at CLAS12

      - higher luminosity

      - higher beam energy - multi-meson production  more                             
            dominant - increase in multiplicity of proton knockout?

      - Could we reach the nuclei in the r-process below 208Pb ?

Looking to the Future
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EG6 Status 
Update

Raphaël Dupré
(for the eg6 analysis group)

IPN Orsay
CNRS-IN2P3

Université Paris-Sud
Unité mixte de recherche 

CNRS-IN2P3
Université Paris-Sud

91406 Orsay cedex
Tél. : +33 1 69 15 73 40
Fax : +33 1 69 15 64 70
http://ipnweb.in2p3.fr
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Pass 1 Cooking

• Calibration of all CLAS elements

• Several iteration calibration for RTPC

• Nathan will show some calibration 
issues remaining

• Now we can look at physics!
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BSA Coherent DVCS
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BSA Incoherent DVCS


